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ABSTRACT
Colonoscopy is an important screening tool for colorectal
cancer. During a colonoscopic procedure, a tiny video cam-
era at the tip of the endoscope generates a video signal
of the internal mucosa of the colon. The video data are
displayed on a monitor for real-time analysis by the en-
doscopist. We call videos captured from colonoscopic pro-
cedures colonoscopy videos. Because these videos possess
unique characteristics, new types of semantic units and pars-
ing techniques are required. In this paper, we define new
semantic units called operation shots, each is a segment
of visual and audio data that correspond to a therapeutic
or biopsy operation. We introduce a new spatio-temporal
analysis technique to detect operation shots. Our experi-
ments on colonoscopy videos demonstrate that the technique
does not miss any meaningful operation shots and incurs a
small number of false operation shots. Our prototype pars-
ing software implements the operation shot detection tech-
nique along with our other techniques previously developed
for colonoscopy videos. Our browsing tool enables users to
quickly locate operation shots of interest. The proposed
technique and software are useful (1) for post-procedure re-
views and analyses for causes of complications due to biopsy
or therapeutic operations, (2) for developing an effective
content-based retrieval system for colonoscopy videos to fa-
cilitate endoscopic research and education, and (3) for de-
velopment of a systematic approach to assess endoscopists’
procedural skills.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Colorectal cancer is the second leading cause of all cancer

deaths behind lung cancer in the United States [4]. As the
name implies, colorectal cancers are malignant tumors that
develop in the colon and rectum. The survival rate is higher
if the cancer is found and treated early before metastasis
to lymph nodes or other organs occurs. Colonoscopy is an
important screening tool for colorectal cancer. Colonoscopy
allows for inspection of the entire colon and provides the
ability to perform a number of therapeutic operations such
as polyp removal during a single procedure.
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Figure 1: The colon endoscopic segments: 1-cecum,
2-ascending colon, 3-transverse colon, 4-descending
colon, 5-sigmoid, 6-rectum

The colon is a hollow, muscular tube about 6 feet long
(see Figure 1). A normal colon consists of six important
parts: cecum with appendix, ascending colon, transverse
colon, descending colon, sigmoid and rectum. A colono-



scopic procedure consists of two phases: insertion phase
and withdrawal phase. During the insertion phase, a flex-
ible endoscope is advanced under direct vision via the anus
into the rectum and then gradually into the most proximal
part of the colon (cecum or the terminal ileum). A tiny
video camera at the tip of the instrument generates a video
signal of the internal mucosa of the colon. The video data
are displayed on a monitor for real-time analysis by the en-
doscopist. Careful mucosal examination, biopsy and thera-
peutic operations are typically performed during the with-
drawal phase when the endoscope is gradually withdrawn.
Typically, the video data are not captured for post reviews
or analyses.

Recent computer-assisted technologies for colonoscopy in-
clude techniques for guiding a colonoscope [13, 8] during a
colonoscopic procedure, development of colonoscope hard-
ware [7, 11], analyses of microscopic images from biopsies of
colon tissues [15, 14], analyses of images from colonoscopic
procedures for tumor detection [6], and virtual colonoscopy [9,
10]. In virtual colonoscopy, a virtual colon is reconstructed
from Computer Tomography (CT) cross-sectional images of
the abdomen of a patient. Biopsy and CT images are sig-
nificantly different from those of colonoscopy videos. To the
best of our knowledge, no other software tools are available
for parsing colonoscopy videos and providing a user-friendly
and efficient access to important content of these videos.

Existing parsing techniques [18, 16] for produced videos
such as news or movies are not applicable for colonoscopy
videos. This is because the known definitions of seman-
tic units for produced videos such as a shot (a collection of
frames recorded in a single camera operation) and a scene (a
high-level, meaningful aggregate of shots) are inapplicable.
The application of these definitions to colonoscopy videos
will result in only one shot and one scene per video since
the camera remains on throughout the entire procedure.
Colonoscopy videos also contain many blurry (out-of-focus)
frames due to frequent shifts of camera positions while mov-
ing along the colon. Current endoscopes are equipped with
a single, wide-angle lens that cannot be focused. Sharpness,
brightness and contrast of the image are optimized using the
endoscopist’s skills. Hence, new types of semantic units and
parsing techniques are required.

In this paper, we define new semantic units called op-
eration shots; each is a segment of visual and audio data
that correspond to a therapeutic or biopsy operation in a
colonoscopy video. We introduce a new spatio-temporal
analysis technique to identify these operation shots. We
present our parsing tool capable of detecting operation shots.
The parsing tool can also detect scenes. We previously de-
fined a scene for colonoscopy videos as a segment of visual
and audio data that correspond to an important part of the
colon [1]. Operation shots and scenes are of important inter-
est to endoscopists. Operation shots are useful for reviewing
causes of complications due to biopsy or therapeutic oper-
ations and for evaluation of endoscopists’ procedural skills.
Currently, endoscopists’ skills are indirectly measured as,
for instance, time from insertion to maximal extend, time
for withdrawal, and number of complications. Scenes help
to narrow down the location where operations or abnormal
lesions occur in the colon, which may indicate a different
prognostic value. We present the evaluation of the effective-
ness of our operation shot detection technique on twenty
colonoscopy videos. Finally, we describe our browsing tool,

a front-end Java program that interacts with users. The
user can view two-level summaries of operation shots and
scenes or jump to view segments with interesting content.

In summary, the proposed techniques and software tools
are useful (1) for reviewing causes of complications due to
biopsy or therapeutic operations, (2) for developing an effec-
tive content-based retrieval system for colonoscopy videos to
facilitate endoscopic research and education, and (3) for de-
velopment of a systematic approach to assess endoscopists’
procedural skills.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we provide background on therapeutic and biopsy
operations. In Section 3, we present a new analysis tech-
nique for operation shot detection. Section 4 describes our
previously developed scene segmentation technique to make
the paper self-contained. We present the effectiveness of
our operation shot detection in Section 5. The new brows-
ing tool that allows three browsing styles is presented in
Section 6. Finally, we provide our concluding remarks in
Section 7.

2. BACKGROUND
An endoscope has instrument channels that allow the in-

sertion of flexible accessories such as biopsy forceps, cytology
brushes, sclerotherapy needles, and diathermy snares from
a port on the endoscope control head through the shaft and
into the field of view. These instruments are used for tissue-
sampling and therapeutic procedures. Biopsy forceps used
for tissue sampling consist of a pair of sharpened cups, a
spiral metal cable, and a control handle. “Hot” biopsy for-
ceps (allowing the passage of current) and diathermy snares
are used for polyp removal. Figure 2 shows some examples
of these instruments. Figure 3 depicts images from actual
colonoscopic procedures when a snare and biopsy forceps are
in use.

(a) Snare� (b) Biopsy forceps� (c) Balloon�

Figure 2: Examples of instruments

The colonoscopy videos we captured also have additional
endoscopist’s dictation when the tip of the endoscope is
moving from one part of the colon into the next in real-
time during a colonoscopic procedure. The endoscopist may
say terms indicating abnormality such as polyps and can-
cer. The endoscopist’s dictation is only used for scene seg-
mentation, but not for operation shot detection. Our video
capturing process is designed such that it ensures patient’s
privacy and does not disrupt the normal routine of the pro-
cedure. No patient identifiable information is recorded in all
the videos used in this study.

3. DETECTION OF OPERATION SHOTS
We map the problem of detecting operation shots to the

problem of detecting instruments used in biopsy and thera-



(a) Use of a snare� (b) Use of biopsy forceps�

Figure 3: Images with instruments during
colonoscopy

peutic operations since the operations cannot be performed
without these instruments. Given a variety of instruments,
we further map the problem of detecting instruments to the
problem of detecting the wires of the instruments as the wire
is frequently present in an operation regardless of the types
of the instruments. The remaining difficulties include the
following. First, the wires come in different colors and sizes.
Second, the wire appears very bright in many frames. The
intensive brightness masks the actual color information of
the colon wall and the wire. Hence, color features are not as
useful for operation shot detection. Last, the appearance of
the wire in a frame varies from one frame to another during
an operation. In some frames, only the head (without the
wire) of the instrument is present, depending on the location
in the colon, the space between the endoscope tip and the
lesion, and the position of the lesion within the colon.

Figure 4 depicts an overview of our algorithm. The first
four steps together identify the presence of the wire in each
of the images selected from the input colonoscopy video.
Each selected image is first segmented into a number of re-
gions in the preprocessing step and irrelevant regions are
discarded from further considerations in the region filtering
step. The region merging step combines some regions that
should have been detected as one region. Next, the region
matching step matches the candidate regions in the image
with the pre-defined template regions representing different
shapes of the wires. We use the terms wire image and non-
wired image to refer to an image with the wire and without
the wire, respectively. Based on the matching result, the
region matching step outputs a 1 when the image has at
least one region sufficiently similar to one of the template
regions. This means that the image is declared as the wire
image. Otherwise, the image is considered a non-wire image
and the region matching step outputs a 0. The shot segmen-
tation step utilizes our pre-defined rules based on temporal
information to determine the boundaries of operation shots
given a series of binary numbers from the region matching
step. The details of each step are discussed below.

1. Preprocessing step extracts t images per second to re-
duce the analysis time for the subsequent steps. A se-
quence of selected images from the input colonoscopy
video is called the reduced colonoscopy video. The
smaller the value of t, the larger the reduction in the
processing time, but the larger the difference in the
locations of the actual and the detected boundaries.
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Figure 4: Overview of operation shot detection

We explain the selection of the appropriate value of t
in Section 5 where statistical information of operation
shots are presented.

Each image in the reduced colonoscopy video is seg-
mented into a number of regions using JSEG [2]. We
chose JSEG since it performs better than other image
segmentation techniques we studied for the colonoscopy
videos we have. JSEG performance depends on two
important parameters: the merging threshold (m) and
the color quantization level (q). Two neighboring re-
gions are merged together if their dissimilarity is less
than m. A large q indicates that a small number of
quantized colors are used in the image segmentation.
We observe that a red wire and the colon wall have a
very similar color. Hence, we need to select some small
values of q and m to avoid merging the regions of the
red wire and the colon together. On the other hand, if
q and m are too small, the wire could be fragmented
into several regions, creating many false alarms. Via
experiments, we determine the appropriate values of
q and m that give the most number of desirable seg-
mentation results when examined manually. That is,
the images are not too fragmented and if the image
has a wire, the wire must be segmented out from the
colon wall. Figure 5(a) shows a good segmentation re-
sult. Figure 5(b) depicts an undesirable result since
the wire is merged with one part of the colon as one
region.

(a) good segmentation result� (b) undesirable segmentation result�

Figure 5: Examples of segmented images

2. Region filtering step removes regions irrelevant to the
wire from further considerations. Even with our care-
ful selection of the important parameter values for
JSEG, the segmented image consists of about 30 re-
gions on average and over 50 regions in some extreme



cases. These cases are caused by (1) varying light re-
flection on the colon wall and (2) the complex colon
structure in some parts of the colon. Obviously, not
all regions could be a part of the wire and should be
excluded.
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Figure 6: Triangular filter superimposed on a seg-
mented image

We use domain knowledge that the wire appears in
the field of view of the endoscope at the “5 o’clock”
position for the endoscopes we have. By examining a
set of segmented wire images from several colonoscopy
videos, we found that all the centroids of the regions
that are part of the wire fall in the triangular area
shown in Figure 6. To remove irrelevant regions, we
design the triangular filter as follows. Let w and h
be the width and the height of the image in pixels,
respectively. Given that the top-left corner of the
image has the origin coordinate (0, 0), the filter, F ,
is a triangle with three vertices: f1 = (w/2, h/2),
f2 = (w/2, h), and f3 = (w, h). Let R be a set of
regions of a segmented image after the preprocessing
step, and r.centroid represents the centroid of region
r. The region filtering step identifies the result set C
where

C = {r|r ∈ R ∧ r.centroid ∈ F}.
Note that we can design other triangular filters for the
cases where the wire appears in the field of view at
other positions for different brands of endoscopes.

3. Region merging step identifies the possible wire re-
gions from the set of candidate regions C from the pre-
vious step. Region merging is important since a whole
wire is often segmented into several regions. This is
not necessarily due to the fault of the image segmen-
tation technique, but the effect of the very bright light
in the image. With the intensive light, it is quite com-
mon that the different parts of the same wire have a
different color. Figure 7 illustrates examples of differ-
ent fragmented wire regions. Figure 7(a) depicts that
the red wire is segmented into five regions, of which the
fifth region at the bottom is very bright as it is very
close to the light source. Note that we only look at
the regions that form the wire, excluding the head of
the instrument. Figure 7(b) shows a fragmented blue
wire.

(a) Red wire broken into five regions� (b) Blue wire broken into two regions�

Figure 7: Fragmented wire regions

From our observation of images with fragmented wire
regions, the color information is not a reliable feature
for correctly merging the different regions of the same
wire. Hence, we consider some qualified combinations
of regions from the candidate set C from the previous
step as follows.

1. Find B, the set of all base regions, from the set C
as follows. Let Br be the smallest bounding rect-
angle of region r where (Br.x, Br.y) is the top-
left coordinate of Br and Br.wb and Br.hb is the
width and the height of Br in pixels, respectively.
We consider r a base region if Br.y + Br.hb is
equal to the height of the image. In other words,
region r is considered a base region if its small-
est bounding rectangle touches the bottom of the
image. The rationale is that the wire is inserted
from the 5 o’clock position.

2. Calculate Q, the set of all qualified combinations
defined as follows.

Q = {C′|C′ ⊆ C ∧ ∃r(r ∈ C′ ∧ r ∈ B)}

For instance, suppose C = {r1, r2, r3} and B =
{r1} where ri represents a region. We have Q =
{{r1}, {r1, r2}, {r1, r3}, {r1, r2, r3}}. Our goal in
this step is not to miss any combination of re-
gions that represents the true wire. The other
combinations are eliminated in the next step.

We can easily extend the region merging step to handle
the cases where the wire appears in the field of view
at a different position by modifying only the criterion
for the base region to find the set B.

4. Region matching step matches each of the regions in
Q with the set of template wire regions pre-determined
manually. The template set represents the different
shapes of the wire found often in our colonoscopy videos.
We manually selected representative wire images and
extracted the corresponding wire regions. Figure 8
shows two template wire regions in the template set.

Figure 8: Template wire regions



Let shape(q) return 14 Fourier shape descriptors of q
by applying 2D Fourier Transform on the entire small-
est bounding rectangle of region q. Let S = {s1, . . . , sk}
be a set of k feature vectors where si = shape(i) for the
template region i. Let dist(i, j) return the city-block
distance between feature vectors i and j. Given sim-
ilarity threshold d, the region matching step decides
whether image I with set Q from the previous step is
a wire image or not as follows.

I is a wire image
⇐⇒ ∃s∃q(s ∈ S ∧ q ∈ Q ∧ dist(s, shape(q)) < d),

In other words, the image is declared as a wire image
if the dissimilarity between one of its regions in Q and
one of the template regions is less than the threshold.
Otherwise, the image is considered a non-wire image.
The appropriate value of d is found to be 0.04 by exper-
iments. The region matching step outputs 1 for each
detected wire image and 0 otherwise. Note that when
q is a set of more than one region (e.g., q = {r1, r2}),
we compute the feature vector of the smallest bound-
ing rectangle that encloses all the regions in the set.
The city-block distance is used for similarity measure
since it has been shown to perform slightly better for
shape matching as reported in [3]. Since the number of
distinct wire shapes is small (about ten shapes), these
shape feature vectors are loaded in memory once and
used during the matching process for the entire video.

5. Shot segmentation step utilizes temporal information
and domain knowledge to identify operation shots. This
step addresses the fact that the wire appearance in the
same operation shot can vary as well as corrects the er-
rors introduced by the previous step. This step accepts
L, a sequence of 0’s and 1’s from the region matching
step, as an input and locates the boundaries of the
operation shots as follows.

Step 1: Starting from the beginning of the sequence
L, we slide window W on L. To utilize local temporal
information, this sliding window covers at most 5 bi-
nary numbers at a time. If the binary numbers in W
follow the pattern [0, 0, 1, 0, 0], we replace the middle 1
in W with a zero. This is because a true wire image is
unlikely surrounded on both sides by two non-wire im-
ages. Hence, it is highly likely that the detected wire
image is a false alarm. We slide the window one digit
to the right and repeat the same process until the end
of the input sequence is reached. Let L′ be the up-
dated sequence as a result of this step. Note that we
decided on the pattern [0, 0, 1, 0, 0] as it can correctly
remove false alarms better than other patterns with
more zeros can in our experiments.

Step 2: We scan L′ from the beginning to the end.
We declare an operation shot when we find O, a se-
quence of consecutive frames with all of the following
properties.

1. The sequence O starts with a 1 and ends with a
1, followed by at least eight consecutive zeros. In
other words, the first frame and the last frame in
the sequence O are wire images. The eight con-
secutive non-wire images following the sequence

O capture the withdrawal of the instrument quite
well. We found that the effectiveness degrades
with more or less number of trailing zeros.

2. The sequence O has more number of 1’s than 0’s.
That is, the sequence has more wire images than
non-wire images. This rule is developed based on
an observation that an actual operation typically
has more frames with the wire present than with-
out the wire present.

3. The sequence O lasts at least 4 seconds. Based
on a consultation with our endoscopist, operation
shots typically last more than 4 seconds. Only a
blind biopsy results in an operation shorter than
4 seconds, but it is very difficult to be observed
by human eyes. Hence, we do not consider an
operation shorter than 4 seconds.

4. SCENE SEGMENTATION
Recall that a scene is defined as a segment of visual and

audio data that correspond to an important part of the
colon [1]. Scenes are useful for roughly indicating the lo-
cation of the operation and abnormal lesions in the colon.
It first seems that scenes can be easily determined simply by
measuring how far the endoscope is pushed inside the colon.
However, this is not the case. The length of the endoscope
is shorter than that of the colon. With the skills of the
endoscopist, the colon is shorten during the colonoscopic
procedure in order to examine the entire colon. Further-
more, the structure of the colon depends on other factors
such as patients’ physical condition and ages. For these
reasons, our colonoscopy videos have the endoscopist’s dic-
tation indicating when the tip of the endoscope is moving
from one colonic segment into the next during colonoscopic
procedures. The endoscopist speaks the reserved terms that
we have defined and tested for practicality. For example,
during the insertion phase, the endoscopist speaks specific
terms, such as “Entering rectum,” “Leaving rectum, enter-
ing sigmoid,” “Leaving sigmoid, entering descending colon,”
etc., to indicate the current position of the video camera at
the tip of the endoscope.

We have previously proposed our scene segmentation tech-
nique using both visual and audio property [1]. We very
briefly summarize the technique here as it is relevant to
our browsing tool. Given the input video, we first apply
our audio-based scene segmentation algorithm. Some scenes
may not be detected since the endoscopist’s speech is not
recognized by the speech recognition software. Next, we
apply our visual analysis developed based on endoscopists’
actions of finding the next anatomic landmarks to determine
the final scene boundaries. The visual analysis is performed
in compressed domain.

4.1 Audio-based Segmentation
The audio-based scene segmentation algorithm works as

follows. First, audio frames are classified into different types
including the speech type using a threshold-based algorithm
on audio features. Only the audio frames of the speech type
are given to speech recognition software that outputs the
corresponding text transcript. Based on the transcript and
the timestamp of each speech segment, we obtain the scene
boundaries as follows. Starting from the first speech seg-
ment, we locate a pair of closet speech segments (in terms



of the spoken time) with the word indicating the same part
of the colon (e.g., “rectum” in “entering rectum” and in
“leaving rectum, entering sigmoid”). The starting time of
the former speech segment and the ending time of the latter
speech segment indicate the scene boundaries.

4.2 Visual-based Segmentation
Based on our observation and consultations with our en-

doscopist, we observe that a specific pattern appears fre-
quently around the following scene boundaries: cecum and
terminal ileum, ascending and transverse, transverse and de-
scending, and descending and sigmoid (see Figure 1). We
call this pattern the cornering pattern as it corresponds to
the endoscopist’s action of steering the camera around the
colon corner to locate the next part of the colon (see Fig-
ure 9). The cornering pattern consists of three sequences
of images. The first sequence is composed of images with
recognized edges. The second sequence, called monotone
sequence, has all blurry images—images with unclear edges.
The transition between these two sequences is quite abrupt
like a hard cut in produced videos. The third image se-
quence is a fade-in sequence with a gradual increase in pixel
intensities/color and edges.

Figure 9: Example of a cornering action

We observe the standard deviation of the DC coefficients
(Y-color plane) of each image in a cornering pattern from
several colonoscopy videos. These standard deviations often
follow a unique pattern. That is, in the monotone sequence,
the standard deviations are generally small and smaller than
those of the other two sequences. Our experiments show that
the visual change within the fade-in sequence in the corner-
ing patterns is better modeled by two linear curves. This
is different from a typical fade-in sequence often modeled
by one linear curve in produced videos [5, 17]. Our visual-
based scene segmentation technique declares a boundary at
the first frame immediately after the fade-in sequence if the
monotone sequence and the fade-in sequence is found using
our new fade-in detector. If only the monotone sequence
and a hard cut before the sequence are found, we declare
a boundary at the cut location; otherwise, no boundary is
declared. Note that we perform the video analysis only on
video segments corresponding to the endoscopist’s speech
segments excluding those that contain the keyword in the
abnormal category.

5. PERFORMANCE STUDY
To evaluate the effectiveness of our operation shot detec-

tion algorithm, we employ the following test data sets.

Image Set consists of about 1,000 wire and non-wire im-
ages extracted from six colonoscopy videos. We use
this set to evaluate the effectiveness of the region fil-
tering, region merging, and region matching steps of
the operation shot detection algorithm.

Video Set consists of twenty colonoscopy videos with and
without operation shots. This test set is used to eval-
uate the effectiveness of the operation shot detection
algorithm. Table 1 shows the total number of opera-
tion shots in each video, the number of operation shots
in each category, and the average length of the oper-
ation shots in the video. The average length of the
operation shots in all the test videos with biopsy and
therapeutic operations is 22 seconds.

Table 1: Characteristics of Video Set
ID Operation Forceps Snare Bal- Length

shots loon (s)
002 1 1 0 0 23.0
012 6 6 0 0 25.8
047 9 7 2 0 21.9
053 7 7 0 0 34.6
097 3 3 0 0 12.0
102 5 5 0 0 33.6
111 2 2 0 0 12.0
114 6 6 0 0 22.8
116 8 8 0 0 18.3
133 4 4 0 0 13.0
134 5 5 0 0 10.4
148 3 2 1 0 8.7
156 2 2 0 0 16.5
165 2 2 0 0 33.5
168 1 1 0 0 15.0
174 0 0 0 0 0.0
183 0 0 0 0 0.0
186 10 0 10 0 20.9
192 10 9 0 1 12.1
202 4 0 4 0 50.8

Total 88 70 17 1 -

We implemented the operation shot detection and scene
segmentation algorithms as discussed in Sections 3 and 4
using MATLAB and C++.

5.1 Effectiveness of Operation Shot Detection
First, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our wire detec-

tion algorithm in Table 2. The average accuracy of 92% is
attributed by the effectiveness of (1) the region filtering step
that removes 81% of irrelevant regions from the wire images;
(2) the region merging step that combines fragmented re-
gions that should have been detected as one region; and (3)
the use of Fourier descriptors as shape features in the region
matching step. To quantify the effectiveness of the region
merging step, we test the wire detection algorithm with and
without region merging on all the fragmented wire-images
in Image Set. Without region merging, only 69% of the
fragmented wire images are correctly detected. With region
merging, the accuracy rises to 97%, an increase of 28%.

The wire detection algorithm still has 8% inaccuracy. The
causes of the inaccuracy are as follows. First, very intensive



light causes the wire and some part of the colon wall to be
merged by JSEG image segmentation algorithm. Second, in
a non-wire image, the shape of some regions of the colon wall
in some particular part of the colon happens to be similar
to the shape of the wire. We rely on the shot segmentation
step to correct these small errors.

Table 2: Effectiveness of wire detection
ID Accuracy for Accuracy for

wire images non-wire images
010 0.96 0.89

015 0.73 0.91

017 1.00 0.92

019 1.00 0.95

024 0.88 0.95

044 0.93 0.93

Average 0.92 0.92

To reduce segmentation time, recall that we sample t
frames per second for each input video to produce the cor-
responding reduced colonoscopy video. In the experiments,
we chose t equal to one, which implies that the difference
in the actual boundary and the detected boundary due to
temporal sampling is 1 second. Since the camera moves
slowly and the average length of an operation shot is about
22 seconds, the difference due to sampling is considered very
small compared to the average length of an operation shot
( 1
22

). To evaluate the effectiveness of the entire operation
shot detection algorithm, we use four performance metrics.

• We record the number of false operation shots and
missed operation shots. False operation shots are soft-
ware detected shots that are not part of actual opera-
tions. A missed operation shot is the actual operation
shot whose both boundaries are not detected by the
software. Note that if one of the two boundaries of
an operation shot is incorrect, the detected operation
shot still captures some part of the operation. This
case is not counted as either a false operation shot or
a missed operation shot.

• Let AB, DB, and CDB represent the number of the
actual boundaries, the software detected boundaries,
and the correctly detected boundaries, respectively.
The actual boundaries are determined by examining
images in the reduced colonoscopy videos manually.
To evaluate the accuracy in terms of shot boundaries,
we define

Recallosb = CDB
AB

Precisionosb = CDB
DB

The overall performance of our operation shot detection
is shown in Table 3. Only six false shots are detected.
This number is considered very small given that any pair of
frames in the videos can form a false shot. These false shots
occur because the shape of some parts of the colon happen
to be similar to the shape of a wire; however, this case is
rare. Our operation shot detection algorithm does not miss
any actual operation shots although the boundaries of these
shots may not be detected correctly. Nevertheless, the pre-
cision and recall in terms of operation shot boundaries are
0.88 and 0.97, respectively. Video 002 has the lowest pre-
cision of 0.5. This is the case where there is only one true

operation shot in the video, but we detect an additional
false shot, which yields two incorrect boundaries. Using our
browsing tool discussed in Section 6, the false shot can be
easily identified.

Table 3: Effectiveness of operation shot detection

No. of false shots: 6
No. of missed shots: 0

ID AB DB CDB Precisionosb Recallosb

002 2 4 2 0.50 1.00
012 12 12 12 1.00 1.00
047 18 20 18 0.90 1.00
053 14 14 12 0.86 0.86
097 6 8 6 0.75 1.00
102 10 12 10 0.83 1.00
111 4 4 4 1.00 1.00
114 12 16 12 0.75 1.00
116 16 16 16 1.00 1.00
133 8 8 7 0.88 0.88
134 10 10 8 0.80 0.80
148 6 6 5 0.83 0.83
156 4 4 4 1.00 1.00
165 4 6 4 0.67 1.00
168 2 2 2 1.00 1.00
174 0 0 0 - -
183 0 0 0 - -
186 20 24 20 0.83 1.00
192 20 20 19 0.95 0.95
202 8 8 8 1.00 1.00

Total 176 194 170 - -
Average - - - 0.88 0.97

6. BROWSING TOOL
Our browsing tool is implemented in Java using Java Me-

dia Framework and supports three browsing styles as fol-
lows.

• Operation shot browsing enables a quick view of
the detected operation shots in the video. We provide
a two-level summary for browsing. The coarse-level
summary shows one image per operation shot, aim-
ing to help the user locate the desired operation shot
quickly by looking at the types of the instruments used
in operations. For this reason, we assign ranks to tem-
plate regions based on the criterion that the wire re-
gion is not too large, which allows the user to see the
head of the instrument. To support this type of brows-
ing, we modify the region matching step to also assign
the rank of the matching template region to the match-
ing image. One of the images with the highest rank in
each operation shot is selected as the key-frame of the
shot. The second level summary aims to provide more
visual details within each operation shot. To generate
the second level summary of an operation shot, the
shot is divided into a number of equal-sized segments
and the first non-blurry frame of each segment is se-
lected. A frame is determined whether it is clear or
not using our blurry frame detection technique [12].
If all the frames in the segment are blurry, a default
image indicating this fact is used.

• Scene browsing enables a quick view of the scenes
in the colon. A two-level summary is provided. The



coarse-level summary aims to depict different charac-
teristics of the different parts of the colon. Hence,
the first non-blurry image of each scene is used as
the coarse-level summary. When the user selects the
key-frame representing a particular scene in the coarse
level, a sequence of non-blurry images of the selected
scene is presented. These images are chosen in a man-
ner similar to that for the second level summary of an
operation shot.

• Speech segment browsing enables a user to jump
to a specific speech segment and review the audio and
images associated with the selected speech segment.
Recall that the speech segments are detected during
scene segmentation. This browsing style is of inter-
est to an endoscopist. Some speech segments are also
more interesting than others since they describe abnor-
mal lesions. Hence, we use a different icon to distin-
guish these interesting speech segments from the nor-
mal ones.

Besides browsing, the user can easily play out the desired
semantic unit in its entirety.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have introduced a new operation shot detection tech-

nique along with our parsing and browsing software tools for
colonoscopy videos. Our experiments on real colonoscopy
videos demonstrate that the operation shot detection tech-
nique does not miss any meaningful operation shots, and
produces only a very small number of false segments that
do not correspond to any biopsy or therapeutic operations.
With the browsing tool, these false segments can easily be
identified. The browsing tool supports different browsing
styles that are of interest to an endoscopist. Our future
works include (1) automatic detection of more types of se-
mantic units that represent abnormality, (2) addition of
editing capability that allows removal of falsely detected
segments and insertion of additional annotation, and (3)
representation of the detected semantic units in a manner
that is easy for retrieval and mining. The proposed software
tools will be valuable for endoscopic research, education, and
training and for mining unknown patterns that may lead to
diseases and cancers.
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